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Summary of conference proceedings

WHY CPR?

- Main themes, somewhat deepened
- Work to be carried out
- Paths for further elaboration

TOGETHER for UNIFORMITY
Standards

- Role strengthened
- Contents clarified
- Standardisation Package support
New EOTA

- Changes to simplify & reinforce credibility
- Discussions well advanced
- Preparations underway
- Transitional arrangements: No gaps
Simplified procedures

- Route towards CE – marking
- Clarified / codified, but also
- Policy advances (micro-enterprises)
DoP & CE - marking

- Central concepts, catering for everything
- National marks even more unjustified
- Empowering rather than restricting
- PCPCs there to assist
NBs & TABs

- Building on experience
- Designations & notifications welcome
- Important tool for credibility
Market Surveillance

- Essential for the functioning of the CPR system
- Cooperation required
- New proposals consolidating
NO PANIC:

Time to prepare!

(readiness by 1 July 2013 ...)
Transitional tasks

- Economic operators & users: Obligations known
- Manufacturers: DoPs ready, Annex III
- Member States: NBs & TABs, but also national administrative adaptations
- CEN: Adaptations to new rules
- New EOTA: Ensuring fluency
Commission:

- Preparations v-a-v CEN & EOTA
- Delegated act on digital supply of DoPs, straight after 1 July 2013
- Report on specific needs for information on the content of dangerous substances in construction products, due spring 2014
Openness
Transparency  for and by Us All
Inclusion
Commitment

Confidence
In search for uniformity

Open questions on the CPR to be responded later on;
Please send them in writing to:

entr-constr-pressure-equ-metrology@ec.europa.eu